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Abstract. We prove that the parsing problem for bracket context-free languages can be sclved in 
log n time using n/log n processors on a parallel random access machine without write conflicts 
(P-RAM). On the way we develop a new general technique for tree compression based on the 
bracket structure of the tree. 
ey words. Bracket language, parsing, complexity, optimal parallel algorithm. 
An optimal parallel algorithm (for a given problem, computable se 
linear time) is one that satisfies p * t = O(n), where p is the num 
used, t is the parallel time and t is very sm (i.e., log n, log2n). 
algorithms are known for few nontrivial c putational pro 
associative function of n variables, selection, string mate 
expression to its parse tree, dynamic ebraluation of expressions. e add to this list 
another problem: parsing bracket languages. In some sense it can be treated as a 
generalization of optimal conversion of expressions into parse trees (if we assume 
that expressions are fully parenthesized). 
racket languages are one of the few interesti 
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sequences of constant types of brackets). In 
an optimal parallel algorithm, since JI = n and 
of processors can be reduced to 
way. One can disregard types 
corresponding matching bracket using 
matching pairs can be checked. The same trick is used in log n space recognition 
r model of parallel computation is a parallel rando access machine without 
write conflicts (P- ). Such a model is known also as a CRE 
of a number of synchronously working processors (RAM 
common memory. No two processors can attempt o write in the same step into the 
same location; however many processors can read from the same location. Such a 
model corresponds to bounded fan-in circuits. 
The best algorithms for parallel general context-free recognition on a P-RAM 
work in log’ n time using (d) processors, see [ 1 l] (such complexity can even be 
achieved on much wea er models of parallel computations, cube-connected com- 
puters, and perfect shuffle computers, 3ee [9]). For unambiguous languages, log n 
time is enough; however, the number of processors is bounded by a polynomial 
with a high degree [ 121. Recently, it was proved in [2] that bracket languages can 
be recognized using an optimal par4lel algorithm (log n time and n/log n pro- 
cessors). We show that the parsing problem for these languages can be also solved 
using an optimal parallel algorithm. 
A context-free grammar is given by a 4tuple G = (IV, 7” P, S), where iV is the set 
of nonterminals, T is the set of terminal symbols, P is the set of productions and 
s is a starting nonterminal symbol. G is a bracket grammar iff each production is 
of the form A + (u) where u does not contain brackets “(“, “)“. A language is a 
racket language iff it is generated by a bracket grammar. 
A typical example of a bracket language is the set of parenthesized arithmetic 
expressions with constants Q, 6. It is generated by the following grammar: 
The text generated by a bracket grammar contains explicit information about the 
“shape” of the parsing tree (given by the bracket structure of the text). However, 
not give directly the full i n about the parsing tree 
minals) associated with t are missing. The aim of 
utation of thes an be done by an optimal 
e number of possible correct labellings can be exponential 
xt the shape of its 
se tree i
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unded by a constant. 
+* w iff the string w can be derived from A. Let S be the starting 
problem is: construct a parsing tree PT (if S +* w). The size of the problem is n. 
(We assume that the grammar is given and has a constant size independent of n.) 
The tree FT is represented by arrays whose entries correspond to the nodes of 
the tree. With each node x there is associated information about its sons, fat 
and label. The label of the root is S. 
e. Consider the grammar: 
and the input text 
w = ((b)(((a)!a))((b)da)))). 
The bracket structure of w is shown in Fig. 1. Each node corresponds to a pair of 
matching brackets. The sons of a given pair are pairs enclosed within it. This 
determines the shape of the parse tree, which is also shown in Fig. 1. The nonterminals 
corresponding to internal nodes of such a tree are at present unknown. Their 
computation by an optimal parallel algorithm is the aim of our paper. 
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It was shown in [I] that such a tree can e csnstrucied by an o 
algorithm. At this stage (computing the “s pe” of the tree), all 
brackets csn be ignored. 
ar-on, Vishkin [ 11). 73e tree corresponding to the sequence of brackets 
can be constructed in log n time using O(n/log n) processors on a P= ha. It can 
also be checked with the same complexity whether the sequence isa well-formed sequence 
of brackets. 
Define the operation * on sets of nonterminafs as follows: 
For our example grammar we have {A, B,} * {B, C} = {A, S, C}. 
We say that a node in our tree is a botto,m node if it corresponds to a derivation 
X + (x), where X is a nontermina1 and x is a terminal symbol. (The bottom nodes 
are nodes of height 1 in our tree; if we remove leaves (corresponding to terminal 
symbols) in Fig. 2, then the leaves of the tree obtained will be bottom nodes.) 
set of possible 
{.‘l=~b& 
((b){<(a) (a)) ((b) (a)))) -leaves - ((b)(((a) (a)) (lb) (a)))) 
Fig. 2. 
node v covers a substring of w consisting of aI1 symbols corresponding fq 
leaves of the tree rooted at v. enote this substring by sub(u) for a given tree and 
or each internal node v define val( v) = {X : X +*sub( v)}. It is easy 
(v) for each bottom node, it takes O(1) time per node since the size 
is constant. For a bottom node v, sub(v) = “(x)” for some terminal 
we have to find all nonterminals X such that X + (x) is a production. 
all bottom nodes in O(1) time using n processors 
ttom node, then it has two sons. Denote 
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very regular. For example t 
be done by an optimal pa 
e nonassociative. 
e computation of val can 
tter [2]). Let T be the treti r;f an algebraic expression. If the 
leaves of Tare consecutively numbered from left ,to t 0nd the carrier of the un 
algebra has cardinality bounded by a constant3 node v can be 
computed in log n time using n/log n processors 
In our case the leaves of the expression (bottom nodes) can be consecutively 
numbered in log n time using n/log n processors. Each bottom no 
to a position i containing a terminal symbol x. Such positions can be easily numbered 
by assigning 1 to each position with a terminal symbol which is not a bracket, and 
0 to other positions. Now, for a given position i, we can compute the sum of all 
the assigned integers to the left of i (including i). This gives the correct number for 
the bottom node v corresponding to i. Such a computation is a classical prefix 
computation and can be performed by an optimal parallel algorithm organizing the 
processors in the regular binary tree, see [4]. Hence, we can assume now that val( v) 
has been computed for each nof-le v. Now we have to choose one nonterminal from 
each set val( v). We cannot ma5e this choice locally since many conflicts (with 
respect o the grammar) would occur. 
We associate with each node u a partial function called the dependency 
function. The arguments and vaiues of this function are n ;erminals. The interpreta- 
tion of D,(A) = B is: if label(father( v)) = A, then label(v) = B. Next we execute the 
following algorithm. 
internal nonbottom node v 
let vl, v2 be the left and right so 
for each X E val( v), choose YE val( vl) and Z E val( v2) such that 
X + ( YZ) is a production; 
o,,(X) := Y; l&(X) := 2; 
{invariant: suitable Y, Z can always be fou 
Analogously, we can s 
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/ 
S ->A 
A ->A 
/ 
/ 
/\ 
A->B A ->A 
S ->B S ->A 
B -SC B ->C 
S ->B c ->c C -,A 
A ->B 
/\ /L 
A ->A A ->A A ->B A +A 
B -WC B -NJ S ->B S ->A 
C ->c C +A C ->B c -SC 
Fig. 3. Here A + B means: if the father has label A, then this node should have label B. We know that 
the root should have label S. Whak are the labels implied for other nodes? 
The functions associated with each node written in such a form are presented in 
Fig. 3 for our example tree. The functions DC for all nodes v can be easily computed 
in 0( 1) time with n processors or in O(log n) time with n/log n processors. 
. Observe that we resolve the (possible) ambiguity of the grammar when 
computing the functions 0,. 
We have many possibilities to choose corresponding nonterminals and we fix one 
of them. It might seem that there are write conflicts, however, this is not SO. Each 
local search is in a set of possibilities (pairs Y, 2) whose cardinality is bounded by 
a constant. The choice can be made sequentially for a given node in O(1) time, and 
determinism can be achieved by selecting (for example) the pair corresponding to 
a production with the smallest number. 
Whenever we compute Do, then val( v) = val( vl) * val( v2). This guarantees that, 
for each X E val( v), there are suitable YE val(vl), 2’ E val( v2). 
If vie require that the root has the label S, then the functions Du uniquely determine 
the label for each node in a top-down way. The value in the root determines the 
values in the sons of the root through their functions D, this determines values for 
their sons etc. 
Define the function composition f l g(x) =g( f (x)). For each internal nonroot 
node v, let F, = f, . . . .- fk, where fi, . . . , fk are functions D associated with the 
nodes on the path (top-down) from the root to v (excluding the root and including 
0). For each node v in parallel we set label(v) = F,,(S). This gives the full -rarse 
Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 2. The 
rocessors, or in log 
mputed for each v. 
arse tree ca if t 
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very bracket language cayi be parsed in log n time using n/log n processors 
is enough to show that the functions FL, for all internal nonroot nodes v 
uted in log n time using n/log n processors. One possibility is to extend 
the method used in [2] for optimal dynamic evaluation of expressions. 
we develop a slightly different method, which is more suitable in this case. 
show how to compute the functions Fu in log n time using n processors. The method 
uses the doubling technique. Assume that fathei(root) = root and Froot = identity 
function. Initially, for each nonroot node v, F, = & Then execute the following 
algorithm: 
egin F, := FFatherf L;) 
One step of this algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4. The above algorithm works in 
log n time using n processors. I,. v order to reduce Fhe number of rocessorc: by 3 
factor of log n, some preprocessing is required. The tree T is transformed to the 
reduced tree RT with n/log n nodes and functions F, are computed only for nodes 
of this tree using the above algorithm. Then the tree RT is expanded and the functions 
are computed for all nodes. 
f 
Fig 
f64-2 f6d-3 f7@f4 f74-5 
4. 
We say that a path from vl to v2 (in a given tree T) is reducible if each node 
on this path, except maybe v,1 and v2, has a son which is a leaf. ( ormally, a swe 
edge is also a reducible path, though there is no significant use ol’ such a type of 
reducibility.) 
The reducible path p can be co 
operation compress(p). The co value of F2 for any 
nodes v except those eliminated. If the ted, then the value. 
of F, for all eliminated nodes can eas 
processor. One has to decompress the c 
id0 ow 
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compression 
Fig. 5. 
aths whose removal will reduce the tree by a factor of log n. We use the approach 
ar-on and Vishkin. e refer the rezi6.e !a> f by p. 3511 and zsstirne a familiarity 
e method and (especially) the claim related to subintervais irduced by 
brackets chosen in step (3) of the Bar-on-Vishkin’s algorithm. 
At this moment we have the parse tree T without labels (with the functions 0, 
computed). Such a tree and the bracket structure of the input text are two different 
representations of the same object. The bracket structure will help to find a good 
decomposition into reducible paths. We illustrate the method on the following 
example. Let 
w = (iiia)(ia)((ia)i((a)(((n)lc))(a~~~~~~~~~))~)((a)(i(a)(a))~a)))))) 
x ((((a)((a)((a)(aj)))(r))(a)))(a))(a)). 
neral case, partition the text into n/log n segments of length (approximateliy) 
or ease of presentation, let us disregard for a moment he real value of log n 
and assume that the partition is as follows: 
((((a)((a)(((a)(((a)(((a) I(a))(a)))i(a)(a))))((a)(((a) I W)b)))N 
x (W4((a)((a) I (a))?)(a))(a)))(a))(a)). 
segment contains some matching pairs 
ose matches are outside the segment. The processor 
brackets have their matches inside the 
air in a given segment o be a pair 
which is not enclosed by any pair 
e subsegment whose endpoints are such brackets (includ- 
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of symbols we rep1 
second segment w 
obtain the following sequence: 
we 
This sequence corresponds to the tree with so 
this tree by T. The symbols 0 correspond to tree and each pair of 
matching brackets corresponds to an internal e tree T for our exam 
string is illustrated in Fig. 7 and the bracket structure in Fig. 6. 
rectangles (corresponding to matching brackets) placed in Fig. 6 correspo 
numbers of nodes of the tree T. 
16 I 
Fig. 7. 
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for each marked bra 
is is shown in Fi 
( tree compression ) 
(I) For each pair of marked matching brackets we mark the corresponding node 
of T. 
(2) Additionally, for each node of the tree (in parallel), we mark it if both of its 
sons were marked in Step (1). 
ed nonroot node v denote by path(v) the path from v (bottom- 
up) to the next marked node. Compress each such path p = path(v) into a single 
edge using the operation compress(p). 
In our example in Step (1) we mark the nodes 1,4, 15 7,12,19,14 and 11. Then, 
in Step (2), we additionally mark the nodes 3 and 6. 
For each marked node v, path(v) is a reducible path and its length is O(log n). 
1” we iompress paths path(v) for all marked nodes v, then the resulting tree RT will 
have O(n/log n) nodes. 
Let us look at the bracket structure. We consider first a path from 
a marked node’down to another marked node. Let v’ be a marked node and ( uI ),t 
its corresponding pair of brackets. There are two possible situations: 
(1) either v’ has at least one son v which is marked; then the path from v to v’ 
is reducible; 
(2) or v’ has no marked son; hence v’ must have been marked in Step (1) of the 
compression. So the brackets ( Ue ),# must be marked. 
Let us go, in the bracket sequence w”, to the left of ),# until we find a marked bracket 
cket ),,2 corresponding to a. node v2), and to the right of (,,$ until we 
bracket (it is some bracket (ol corresponding to some node vl). We 
le, when v’= 7 in our tree). The nodes v’ and v 
nding to v’ enclose the brackets corresponding 
e symbol a: 
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the reader to a cla 
should correspond to a. 
segment because the first and the last bracket in each segment is marke 
for the brackets . . .)3, )2, )1. Hence the path has O(log n) 1 
situation 
Now the node a” corresponding to (k )k has both sons marked (because of marking 
corresponding brackets); hence, it is a marked node (after our additional marking). 
It follows that the path from v’ to v” is reducibie using the same argument as in 
the previous case. 
Take any nonroot marked node v and its path path(v) which ends at v’ (a proper 
ancestor of v). We have proved Ir,hat if we go down from v’, then at some moment 
we encounter a marked node x and the path from v’ to x is reducible. 
1 to v because there are no marked nodes between v and 
rice, path(v) is reducible. It is easy to see that there are only B(n/log n) 
marked brackets (constant number per segment); heice, there are also only 
Q(n/log n) m;lsked nodes. There can be in fact more marked nodes tha 
matching marked brackets (because of additionally added marked nodes). 
it is of the same order. ence, the size of compressed tree is 0( n/log n)- This 
completes the proof of t 
We have described at 
processors. Now we ca 
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the decompression is easy. The technique from [2] is best suited for computing the 
value associated only with the root. Using our compressing technique, the computa- 
tion of val(v) for each node v of the tree (see Lemma 2), in the case of bracket 
languages, can be computed by an optimal parallel algorit in a simpler way t 
using the compression from EL]. 
We would like to express our gratitude to M.S. Paterson and A.M. Gibbons, who 
have made mamq’ 0:: Q~ful commeuts about this paper. 
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